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The event is very relaxed with 
the focus being on networking,
making new contacts, learning
about new products and ideas
and in many cases trying out the
equipment on display.

Keep your money in your pocket.
Entry to the event is free of charge
to anyone who works with the
products and services on display,
and from the moment you arrive the
only money you will need will be for
buying equipment. All refreshments,
coffee, tea, snacks and lunch is 
provided. Yes the free lunch is here.

Note: We would appreciate it if you
could register online in order to provide
some indication for catering.

Meetings and Seminars
There are a number of meetings
being held during the two days of
the event. Here are two open to all: 

Tower crane best practice 
safety seminar

The CPA is organising a short, sharp
seminar to launch its ‘Best practice
guide to Tower Crane safety,
inspection, maintenance and 
thorough examination’ at the event.
The seminar on Wednesday June
25th, is free to those who register
and will include several experienced
speakers including Tim Watson, 
Syd Appleyard chairman of the
Tower Crane Interest Group and Ian
Simpson of the HSE. It starts at
10:30am in the Leverhulme suite. 

IPAF Rental open meeting

The International Powered Access
Federation is holding an open 
meeting for all rental company
members in the Leverhulme suite 
on Wednesday 25th June at 15:30.

Closed meetings

A number of closed meetings are
also being held by IPAF and other
associations, companies and
groups. If your company or 

association wishes to hold a 
meeting, please contact us and we
will do all we can to help you. There
are meeting rooms at Haydock Park
as well as at the Holiday Inn and
Thistle hotel nearby. 

Exhibitors and their exhibits
AGS

AGS, the French-based crane 
electronics safety specialist, will
display its AC3 ID system that 
manages and displays the cranes
operating parameters including: load
and moment information and security
management; date, time, temperature
and wind speed; complex and multi-
forbidden areas; anti-collision for
multi-interferences on multi-cranes
sites and high capacity memory to
record crane working data.

It will also show the AN3 anemometer;
the SF3 - a 100 hours back-up 
elevated obstruction lighting system
for cranes working near aerodromes;
the BS3 - a wireless network tying
all of the components together and
the VG3 - a wireless video system
with camera fitted on the tower
crane's trolley. 

AK products 

Located in the Market Place, AK
products supplies a wide range of
work wear and promotional items
along with a full line of stationery
and other office products. 

ALLMI

The Association of Lorry Loader
Manufacturers and Importers is
hosting a demonstration area 
supported by its Members, each

displaying one of its latest models.
Members showing equipment include:

Vertikal
Daysat
Haydock
Park
The second Vertikal Days event for the lifting
industry - Cranes, Access and Telehandlers -
will be held at Haydock Park on June 25th
and June 26th. There are more exhibits than
ever this year, with a good number of product
launches and worldwide debuts.

• Hiab

• Fassi/Crane Centre

• Effer/Britcom

• Palfinger/TH White

• Hyva

• HMF

• PM

• Terex Atlas

Allan Access

Allan Access builds a range of van
and Land-Rover mounted aerial
work platforms, while representing,
Niftylift vehicle mounted lifts, Terex
Utilities and Socage.  The company
will unveil a new 14 metre van
mounted lift, mounted on a 3.5
tonne van, while still leaving 300kg
to 450kg of payload. 

ASI

ASI represents German-based 
truck mounted lift manufacturer
Ruthmann and will show a 22 metre
lift on a 3.5 tonne chassis.  

Ascendant Access

Ascendant, the British-based 
manufacturer of truck mounted 
aerial lifts, will show its initial
model, the 22 metre A22-17 and
two of its more recent machines -
the 17 metre A17-12 on a 3.5 tonne
and a 5.2 tonne GVW truck.

Times: Wednesday 25th June 
10:00 am - 17:30 
Thursday 26th June 
10:00 - 17:00 

Where? Haydock Park just off 
Junction 23 of the M6

How? •Register online at
www.vertikaldays.net
and pick up your badge 
at the gate
•Obtain a VIP ticket from
your supplier - if they are
exhibiting complete the
invite and swap for a
badge at the gate.
•Turn up complete a 
registration form and
swap it for a badge



Avant Tecno

Avant Tecno builds the Leguan range
of skid steer and crawler mounted
lightweight self propelled boom lifts. 
It will show its recently introduced
80SX skid-steer based, six metre
platform height scissor lift, which
offers incredible performance on
soft ground, thanks to its all wheel
drive and low overall weight. 

Bravi UK

Recently appointed Bravi UK will be
showing the Bravi Leonardo compact
self propelled lift with big gradeability.
The only self propelled exhibitor to
be located in the
market place, the
company plans
to demonstrate
the product's 
light weight 
and compact 
dimensions.

Britcom

Britcom will show models from the
Effer range of lorry loaders.

Bronto

Finnish-based Bronto claims market
leadership for big truck mounted
lifts and will be exhibiting for the

first time since it
began selling
direct in the UK.
On display for
the first time 
anywhere will be
the new 61 metre
X61XDT with its

37 metres outreach and 700kg lift
capacity. Also on display from the
XDT range will be the popular 46
metre X46XDT. 

Bryn Thomas

Bryn Thomas - the Flint based crane
specialist - will be displaying its
new Tadano Faun five axle 220
tonne ATF 220G - 5 fully rigged with
over 108 metres of boom and jib.
The company also expects to show
its new six axle Spierings mobile
self erecting tower crane. 

City Lifting

City Lifting hopes to unveil a brand
new Comansa tower crane. The
company has pioneered the use of
compact top slewing tower cranes
in the UK along with Spierings
mobile self erectors.

Clow Group

Established in
1913, the Clow
Group offers a
wide range of
access products
and will be
launching three
new products at

the show. The adjustable magic
platform is a highly portable one
man platform; Folscaf is a one-piece
folding scaffold, and its star display
will be a completely new fibregalss
3T tower system. All products are
fully compliant with the Working at
Height Regulations.

CPA

The Contractors Plant hire Association
represents most crane, telehandler
and aerial lift rental companies. 

Cranes UK

Cranes UK, the Tadano Faun distributor,
will be exhibiting the ATF 50G-3 
All Terrain crane in Uttoxeter-based
Steve Foster Crane Hire livery. The
crane joins Fosters range of Faun
cranes which currently covers most
models from 35 tonnes upwards
and will soon be joined by a new
220 tonne ATF 220G-5. 

Energy Batteries

Energy Batteries is the UK distributor
for Trojan batteries and will be 
displaying its range of aerial lift 
batteries including the recently
launched gel range. 
It will also be looking to discuss its
range of battery replacement services.

Euro TCS Systems

Euro TCS Systems distributes the
TAC-3000 tower crane anti-collision,
zoning, boundary protection, and
LMI safety systems.

Facelift

Hickstead-based Facelift both sells
and rents aerial lifts and specialises
in atrium products with a focus on
Denka Lift and Falk Schmidt. Both
are produced by Worldlift Industries
of Denmark. The company has 
also devised a number of special 
products, including a device it has
worked on with Bronto Skylift to lift
large glazing panels into position
while fixing them from a platform 
on the same truck mounted lift.

Fassi UK/Crane Centre

Fassi (UK) will be present, along
with its main dealer The Crane
Centre on the ALLMI stand. The
company will have a 45
tonne/metre F455AXP.26 Evolution
complete with fly jib and winch. 
The company offers a full range of
loader cranes, with capacities up to
150 tonne/metres.

Gardner Denver

Gardner Denver will show models
from its van and Land-Rover mounted
range. The company increasingly
specialises in larger five tonne van
mounts which include a high van
payload in addition to the aerial lift.

Genie

Genie will have a
range of products on
display from both its aerial
lift and telehandler lines
including the narrow aisle
32ft GS3232DC electric
scissor lift, the narrow 
articulated Z40/23NRJ
boom lift, GR20 Runabout,
AWP20DC, SLA15 and 65ft
S65 straight boom. The new 
compact GTH2506 telescopic 
handler will also be on show.

GGR-UNIC

GGR-Unic will show a selection
from the six model Unic spider
crane line, including the world's
largest spider crane, the URW 706.
It will also have one or two models

from the recently introduced Galizia
pick and carry crane range with
capacities from two to 25 tonnes
and maximum hook heights of 15
metres. The company will also 
display a range of restricted access
lifting equipment and vacuum lifters.

EH Hassle

EH Hassle is the UK distributor for
Sennebogen and will show the first
example of the new Sennebogen
Multicrane 608 which bridges the
gap between compact Rough Terrain
crane and 360 degree telehandler.

Haulotte Group

Haulotte's exhibit will include its
new 28 metre H28 TJ+ telescopic
boom with its unique six metre 
telescopic jib, providing an outreach
of 23 metres and 350kg lift capacity.
The new 14 metre HTL 4014 
telehandler will be in the 
demonstration area. With a lifting
capacity of up to 4,000kg, the 
machine can be rapidly fitted with
multiple accessories such as forks,
buckets, work tools and hooks. 

The company's articulated boom
range will be represented by the
popular HA16 PX, with more than
nine metres of outreach. Other
exhibits include the 10 metre Star
10 self propelled vertical mast lift
and Compact 10 narrow aisle 
electric scissor Lift.

Higher Concept

Higher Concept Software will exhibit
the latest release of its Syrinx Hire
Management Package in the Market
Place. Syrinx is now in use at more
than 450 hire companies in the UK
and Ireland including Lifterz and
Powered Access.

Some of the new features being
demonstrated include: an operator
qualifications module which can flag
renewal dates and Syrinx Web WS
Solution module which allows 
customers to answer all of their
own queries, not only saving them
time and
effort but
also freeing
up hire desk
resources.
A customer
login from
the hire company's web site allows
the customer to look up details of
the  equipment they have on hire by
site, which equipment is due to be
off hired or re-inspected, what
prices they are paying and a almost
anything associated with their
account. This includes searching for
their invoices by number, date, site
or order number for viewing, 
downloading or re-printing. 

The new
Magic
Platform

The company also hopes to show
the ATF 90G-4 with hydraulic offset
swingaway extension, but this will
depend on availability from its new
owner, Birmingham Crane Hire.

The Crane Centre - See Fassi

CraneSafe - see SMIE
CTE
CTE UK will show its 17 metre
CS170 spider lift, along with its
popular Z-20 and more recent Z-26
truck mounted lifts. 
Dunham Cranes
Dunham Cranes is the FB gru dealer
for the UK and will exhibit a range
of Butti Lifting equipment, all of
which is CE certified. The brick
forks are manufactured to EN13155
standard ensuring quality and 
reliability. Products on display will
include brick forks, waste skips,
mortar tubs, block grabs and other
lifting equipment. 
The company will also show a
range of Probst grabs and a tile
loading platform. 
Easi UpLifts 
Easi UpLifts - the Irish and UK based
sales and rental company - will
show a combination of its 
specialised products available for
re-rent, its young used equipment
which includes aerial lifts, 
telehandlers and mini cranes and
possibly a new machine or two.

ECO

ECO power pads will show a 
selection from its range of high 
quality Polythene outrigger pads.
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HMF

HMF - the Danish-based producer of
loader cranes - will be exhibiting on
the ALLMI demonstration area and
will most likely show one of its models
with new digging clamshell bucket. 

Hyva

Hyva is introducing the new
HyvaCrane range at the show. The
new model is based on over 30
years of expertise in crane 
manufacturing, whilst incorporating
the latest technological features. The
HyvaCrane design includes benefits
such as Extra Extension Speed and
Lift Control Systems. Models range
from one to 80 tonne/metres with
up to 36 metres of reach. The 
HA10 will represent the company's 
compact HA line and the HB150 
the heavy duty HB range. 

InspHire

InspHire provides integrated rental
software systems which are widely
used by both general rental companies
and a good number of mid to large-
sized aerial lift rental companies
such as AFI and Facelift. 

IPAF

The International Powered Access
Federation has a booth in the Market
Place and will be looking to meet
new and existing members while
promoting its globally accepted
operator and competent persons
training programmes. 

Jekko UK

Jekko will be showing models from
its increasingly broad range of spider
cranes and promoting its new UK
and Ireland distribution partner as
well as unveiling its first ever pick
and carry crane the two tonne
capacity MPK20W.

JLG

JLG will show a selection of models
including the 45ft 450AJ articulated
boom, 66 ft 660SJ straight boom
and Toucan 1010 mast boom from
the company's boom range. The
12ft platform height 1230 ES ultra

compact self 
propelled vertical
lift with mast type
lift mechanism and
the increasingly
popular 1930 ES
compact represent
the scissor lift 
products. Both
units include JLG's
direct electric
drive system 

for extended battery life. The 
telehandler product line will include
the new, ultra-compact 2505 model
with 2,500kg capacity and five
metre lift height. 

Kermco 

Kermco is the new UK
distributor for Faraone
push around and self 
propelled lifts. The 
company will have its 
latest products on 
display. The PK60 and
PK70 - dubbed the 'Push-
Around King' by Kermco -
have platform heights of
up to 5.2 metres and no outriggers.

Kingfisher Access

Kingfisher Access offers a wide
range of training courses covering
powered access, alloy towers and
ladders. Its courses include those
certified by IPAF, PASMA and the
Ladder Association.

Kranlyft UK

Kranlyft is the Maeda and Kato
cranes distributor for the UK and
Ireland. The company will be
launching three new cranes at the
show, including the new ultra 
compact MC174 spider crane and
two new compact mini cranes with
cabs, the LC383 and the larger
LC1385 which significantly extend
the company's mini crane range.
Also on display will be the MC285,
MC305, MC405 and LC785 models.

Liebherr

Liebherr-Great Britain will be
exhibiting several models from its
wide range of lifting equipment
including the 32 TTR fast erecting
tower crane, the LTF 1045-4.1 truck
mounted crane as sold to Eirnecast
of Northern Ireland and the very first
LTM 1050-3.1 all-terrain mobile crane
to be delivered into the UK which is
due to be delivered to Bernard
Hunter of Edinburgh.

The company will also be 
demonstrating the latest Liebherr
mobile crane innovation - the
Bluetooth capabilities of the new
LTM1050-3.1. This is a must-see
demonstration showcasing Liebherr's
commitment to investment in the
latest technology and, above all,
safety. Liebherr-Great Britain's CPCS
training school will also be on the stand.
The new blue tooth system will be
unveiled and on demonstration.

London Tower Crane

London Tower Crane sells and rents
a wide range of tower cranes, and
is keeping its display close to its
chest. However it will be using the
show to launch a new tower crane
anti-collision device. 

Manitou

Manitou the access and telehandler
manufacturer will display a range of
products from its Maniaccess range,
which includes electric and diesel
powered scissor lifts, mast booms,
and both diesel rough terrain and
electric slab articulated booms. The
display will include its most popular
models the 160 and 180 ATJ  with
rugged four wheel drive, fast lift
speeds and multifunction operation.

The company will also display at
least one model from its market
leading telescopic handler line-up.

MEC

Exhibiting in the UK for the first time
since establishing MEC UK under
the management of Martin Davies,
the company will include several
models from its scissor lift range,
including the 19ft micro 1932 ES,
26ft narrow aisle 2633 ES and 37ft
3772 RT compact rough terrain
scissor lift.

Merlo

Merlo's unique high-speed MPR
Platform will be the star of the 
company's stand. The new access
platform concept is based on the
proven Merlo Roto series of 
telehandlers combining a 40 km/h
travel speed and rough terrain 
ability with up to 30 metres of
working height.  They can also be
driven at up to six km/h from the
platform (boom lowered) and at up
to one km/h with the boom fully 
elevated. A Roto MCSS 360 
degree telehandler, equipped with
an EN280-compliant platform 
attachment, will also be on display.

Meteo Group 

The Meteo Group - Europe's leading
independent weather business - will
be displaying its crane weather 

forecasting 
service in the
Market Place and
demonstrating
www.buildcast.co.uk, its crane
weather forecasting service which
gives plant operators, hire 
companies and site managers 
valuable information of wind
speeds, precipitation and other
weather factors to simplify the
hazard assessment. Wind forecasts
can be tailored to individual sites and
includes weather conditions for various
elevations above ground level.

Forecasts can be accessed via 
the web, email, SMS or faxback
services. Its meteorologists provide 
forecasts, support, monitoring and
consultancy services 24-hours day,
365 days a year. 

Modulift 

Modulift will exhibit a selection from
its modular lifting beams which
range from simple bolt together
spreader beams to complex multi
tiered systems. All are fully modular
in order to reduce inventory and
maximise versatility.

Monkey Tower

The Monkey Tower is
a new, non powered
6.5 metre working
height trailer mounted
access platform, 
ideal for short term
installation and 
maintenance work. Its
benefits include rapid
set up by a single 
person in about five
minutes; the platform locks
every 250mm for the ideal
working height; operated from
ground level and no PASMA or
IPAF qualifications required. 

The unit easily fits through a single
doorway and can lift tools and
equipment to the working height. 
It is lightweight and easily 
manoeuvred around site and tows
behind any vehicle.

Muni-Serv

Muni-Serv specialist vehicle solutions
is the Hiab Authorised Service Centre
for the Northwest, incorporating
sales, service and installations of lorry
loaders and demountable equipment.



The company will show a variety of
loader cranes from the Hiab XS
range, a Multi-Lift XR26 complete
with Multi-Cover sheeter system
and one of the company's fully 
kitted service vans.

Niftylift

Niftylift is the UK's 
leading producer of self
propelled boom and
trailer lifts, with a full
product range of both
trailer lifts, spider lifts
and articulated self 
propelled boom lifts
ranging from 10 metres
to 21 metres. The 
company has also
become well known 
for its Bi Energy
Battery/Diesel power
packs, and most models
in its range are now
available with this option. 

Oil & Steel

Oil &Steel will show its Octopussy
17twin with two man platform,
along with one of its 18 metre 
truck mounted models, either the
Scorpion 1812 or the Snake 189
and possibly a 14 metre Octopussy.

Pagliero Multitel

Pagliero will show two models from
its truck mounted aerial lift range,
including one of its highly popular
MX Series - possibly the new 17 metre
unit mounted on a 3.5 tonne truck. It
will also show its larger brother the
recently launched 27 metre MX270.

Penny Hydraulics

Penny Hydraulics, the only UK 
producer of loader cranes will show
three models from its range of 
compact cranes for vans and 
small trucks.  

Peter Hird 

Peter Hird the crane and access
sales and rental company will show
a number of Valla machines as well
as Jekko spider cranes with a brand

new glass manipulator system. The
company will also unveil a brand
new electric pick and carry crane.
See Valla UK.

Oktopus UK 

Oktopus UK distributes Klaas 
aluminium cranes and Oktopus 
suction lifting equipment. New
products at the show include the
Oktopus K-800 'Tiny Tower' compact
tower crane with a 19 metre mast
height and five metre telescopic jib
and 360 degree slewing. It features
a rigging footprint of only 2.6
metres square and is delivered to
site in its integral trailer and is
ready to work in minutes. The unit
can lift up to 800kg and includes
remote controls. 

Klaas is also launching the new
TC30 trailer crane. The unit has a
working radius of 24 metres, a tip
height of 30 metres, a maximum
capacity of 1,300kg and variable
outrigger positions. Hetronic remote
controls and fully hydraulic 
outriggers are standard, and the
crane can be converted to an
access platform. 

The cranes will be equipped with
two of the latest dual control suction
lifting machines - the Oktopus 
GL-K 600 glazing machine and the
Oktopus KT-B roofing and cladding
attachment. 

PM

Loader crane manufacturer PM 
will be exhibiting on the ALLMI 
demonstration area and will show 
a PM 35.5, a PM 4, and a PM 5.

Power Lifting Services

Power Lifting Services will be
launching a new website at Vertikal
Days dedicated to the Böcker range
of aluminium trailer and truck
mounted cranes as well as the 
aluminium lifting accessories. 

The revolutionary AHK 30/1600 trailer
mounted crane and access platform,
will be on display as will it's bigger
brother, the truck mounted AK
32/1500. Power Lifting Services has
had a successful first year as sole
UK agent, securing sales not only
for the trailer mounted cranes but
also the first Böcker truck mounted
crane sold into the UK, an
AK32/1500 to Berry cranes of
Northamptonshire.  

Industrade - the UK agent for the
Böcker range of incline hoists will
also be making an appearance on
the stand, showing a van mounted
hoist and a Böcker vertical hoist. 

Promax Access 

Promax Access is the UK distributor
for Platform Basket spider lifts, Cela
truck mounts and Bil-Jax trailer and
self propelled lifts. It will show the
Bil-Jax Summit series of trailer
mounted platforms along with the
recently launched X-BOOM line of
lightweight All Terrain lifts. Both
ranges include rapid auto-leveling
outrigger set up, simple touch-control
pictographic operating systems
with multi function speeds and
articulating jibs on all 
articulating models.
Options include rotating
jibs, material handling/
crane attachments and
'Drive and Set' which
enables complete 
manoeuvrability and operation
without leaving the cage.

The new Platform Basket RQG
15.75 and 18.75 spider lifts will also
be on display. With a longer track
length it features a unique track
widening system which combines a
788mm width for passing through a
doorway coupled with a wider stance
and improved ground clearance for
travelling on poor terrain.  The two
units both feature an engine and AC
electric power packs for true
indoor/outdoor operation.

Russon Access

Russon Access will be showing
models form the Holland Lift scissor
lift range, including the first Holland
Lift crawler mounted scissor lift sold
in the UK, a 10 metre model with
the ability to level on uneven
ground. It will also show two heavy
duty 1.2 metre wide narrow aisle
scissor lifts with 12.5 and 16.5 
platform heights and a 19.5 metre
platform height rough terrain scissor
lift with double decks.  

Skyjack

Skyjack will have a number of new
products on show, including the
recently introduced SJ66T straight
boom which incorporates an axle-
based four wheel drive system for
excellent traction plus directional
sensing drive steer control. The fully
equipped SJ9241 - a 41ft scissor lift
which is drivable at full height and
offers a 7.3 metre long extended
platform with dual powered exten-
sions, self leveling outriggers - is
also on display with the SJ3219,
SJ4632, SJ6832RT scissor lifts and
SJ45T boom lift can be seen in
the demonstration area. 

Skyjack SJ66T



Skyking 

Skyking - the access equipment
division of King Highway Products
which represents GSR, Wumag and
Blueline in the UK and Ireland - will
be showing the 61 metre Wumag
WT610, the largest Wumag the
company has delivered in the UK so
far, which boasts an outreach of 37
metres. Also on display will be a
number of models from the 
company's extensive range of 
vehicle mounted and tracked/spider
platforms. These will include
straight telescopic and pantel 
platforms on 3.5 tonne chassis 
and a van-mounted unit. 

SMIE - Cranesafe

Cranesafe is the UK affiliate of
SMIE, the leading manufacturer of
tower crane anti-collision systems
and other safety electronics. It will
display the new SMIE DLZ operator
information displays with crane
activity data logging and zoning 
protection, preventing over-sailing
of non-working areas. It will also
show the new SMIE SGC20 system
which provides live data from site
to office.  Along with anemometers
and wind speed alarms. The systems
are available for sale or rental with
full service support throughout the UK.

Speedy Lifting

Speedy Lifting, the UK's leading
supplier of lifting and materials
handing equipment, will be exhibiting

the new three and five tonne 
aluminium gantries, which ease the
burden of manual handling and are
easily transportable. These will be
shown alongside the modular lifting
beam system and a wide range of
crane equipment including the 
company's handheld Test, Inspection
and Repair system and the Speedy-
Dect Com, incorporating a wireless
headset with built-in hearing protection.

Terex Atlas 

Terex Atlas will be exhibiting on the
ALLMI demonstration area with a
model from its popular loader 
crane range. 

The Spider Lift Company

The Spider Lift Company, previously
known as Ranger Equipement, will
be unveiling its new identity and
exhibiting models from the Teupen
range of German built spider lifts
with working heights of up to 50
metres. It will also be showing
models from Dino Lift which it now
represents in the UK.

UK Generators

The UK Generators Platform Power
Pack can be installed on any engine
driven scissor or boom lift where
power is required to operate 
electrical tools and equipment in 
the platform basket and where
hydraulic flow permits. It simply
links into the existing platform's
hydraulic pump with the addition 
of a socket in the platform basket. 
The increasingly popular device can 
easily be retrofitted to an existing
aerial lift or ordered built-in on most
models of aerial lift. 

Universal Cranes

Universal Cranes will display the
recently introduced Zoomlion crane
products, including the 32 tonne
QY30 truck crane along with a

and access sales company APS.
The partnership was announced at
last year's Vertikal Days.

With nine depots and an experienced
team of service engineers, UPAS
claims to provide the most 
comprehensive nationwide product
support coverage for powered
access platforms in the country.

Valla UK

Valla UK distributes the Valla range
of pick and carry cranes, mostly
electric battery powered that range
from under two tonnes up to 90
tonnes lift capacity. On the stand
will be a 12 tonne electric 120E
crane and a five tonne 50E mini-
mobile. The Valla range also
includes a number of crawler
mounted pick & carry cranes which
will be represented by the 20E 
two-tonne model.

T H White

T H White is the Palfinger Cranes
and Bison Palfinger Access Platform
distributor for England and the sole
UK importer of Epsilon Construction
Cranes. The company will be 
showing a Palfinger loader crane 
on the ALLMI demonstration area. 
The Bradford-based crane division
mounts and customises Palfinger
cranes to suit customers demands
and operates a nationwide parts
and service operation.  

model from the Ormig heavy duty
pick and carry cranes. Universal's
sister companies Crowland Cranes
and TMC lifting supplies will also 
be represented. 

UpRight 

UpRight
Powered Access
has expanded 
significantly
since its 
acquisition by
The Tanfield Group in June 2006 to
become the UK's largest aerial lift
manufacturer building 200 units a
week from a 28 model range.

The stand at Vertikal Days is 
managed by UpRight's Master
Distributor for Great Britain, UpRight
Powered Access Sales UK, (UPAS)
a partnership between aerial lift
spare parts and service provider, IPS

Versalift

The UK's leading van mounted and
insulated lift producer Versalift, will
show three models from its range
including the ET3 6NF mounted on 
a Ford Transit 350 van, the ET3 8NF
mounted on an Iveco Daily 50C15
and the ET3 6NF mounted on a
Mercedes Unimog U3000 chassis.






